ABSTRACT: Crumb rubber modified binders are environmental-friendly alternatives to polymer modified bitumens in asphalt mixtures. This paper compares the performance of both types of binders with different modifier contents. Six binders were characterised by conventional tests and analysed using the UCL method. This method evaluates different properties of binders regarding their role in asphalt mixtures (cohesion, water and thermal sensitivity and resistance to ageing). Results showed that i) crumb rubber concentration has to be higher than that of SBS-polymers in order to obtain a similar performance to that of SBS-polymer modified bitumen; ii) crumb rubber modified binders are more stable than SBS-polymer modified binders in terms of modifier concentration; iii) crumb rubber modified binders exhibited less water sensitivity and similar thermal and ageing susceptibility to SBS-polymer modified binders; iv) linear relationships have been found between modifier concentration and the properties studied for both kind of binders. 
INTRODUCTION
The use of polymers as binder modifiers in asphalt mixtures is currently a common practice in pavement engineering, patented since 1843. Over the last few decades, the addition of these materials, chains of repeated small molecules, to bitumen has shown great improvements in its performance. Pavements with polymer modification exhibit greater resistance to rutting and thermal cracking, and decreased fatigue damage, stripping, plastic deformations and temperature susceptibility (1, 2) .
However, because of the increase of environmental requirements, other alternative modifiers have been developed to obtain high performance, environmentally sustainable binders (3) . From among the different options, recycled crumb rubber has shown great potential to be an effective alternative to polymers in pavement engineering (1, 4) . In general, the addition of crumb rubber to bitumen increases its viscosity and elasticity, obtaining binders that are more resistant to rutting, fatigue and thermal cracking. However, there are different parameters that affect the final performance of crumb rubber modified (CRM) binders. In this way, authors have shown that the concentration of modifier is an essential parameter to control since it exerts a significant effect on storage stability, viscosity and rheology of the binder (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) .
Although the influence of the concentration of modifiers has been studied in those different aspects, the research described in this paper provides a new approach to the subject, focusing on the analysis of the most important engineering properties of binders for asphalt mixtures: cohesion, water, thermal and ageing sensitivity. These properties have been studied by means of the UCL (Universal de Caracterización de Ligantes) method. This method was developed by the Road Research Laboratory in the Transportation Department at the Technical University of Catalonia in 1994 to characterize binders (10) and its reliability has been extensively proven by different researchers in studies such as those related to the cohesion of CRM binder (11) or bituminous mix ageing (12, 13) . Thereby, conventional tests and the UCL method have been applied to three SBS-polymer modified binders and three CRM binders with different concentrations of modifiers and their comparison has been carried out.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
In order to analyse the influence of the concentration of modifiers in crumb rubber-modified binder (CRMB) and SBS polymer-modified binder (PMB), three CRMB and three PMB with different modifier concentrations were studied. In order to have representative results to compare the behaviour of both modifiers, both types of binder had the same base bitumen (50/70 penetration grade). Then, starting with an initial concentration of modifiers (PMB-1 and CRMB-1), each concentration was reduced in the same percentage in both binders, with the reduction being 30% (PMB-2 and CRMB-2) and 75% (PMB-3 and CRMB-3). Table 1 shows the percentage of each modifier on each binder.
In the UCL method, binders are mixed with a particular mineral skeleton. This mineral skeleton consists of a gap-graded gradation with a maximum aggregate size of 5 mm to highlight the effect of the binder (Figure 1 ). The same type of aggregates was used during the development of the whole research: ophite with resistance to fragmentation (14) of 22% (less than 25% is required for the UCL method) and absorption (15) of 1.28% (less than 1.5% is required for the UCL method). All UCL samples had the same binder content (4.3%) and voids in mix (26±2%) ( Table 2 ). These requirements were specially defined by (10) to emphasize binder properties in the tests and assess their influence (i.e. all the variables were the same for all the samples with the exception of the type of binder). 
Methods
The effect of modifier content on the PMBs and CRMBs was studied and compared through the conventional characterisation of the binders and the UCL method.
Bitumen characterization
Penetration test at 25 °C (18) , determination of softening point (19) , determination of Fraass breaking point (20) , viscosity at 140 °C, elastic recovery at 25 °C (21) and force-ductility test at 25 °C (22) were undertaken to characterise all bitumens.
UCL method
The UCL method studies the behaviour of asphalt binders in terms of cohesion of the binder, water, thermal and ageing sensitivity (10) . The method is based on the Cantabro test (23) .
The Cantabro test consists of testing a Marshall specimen (24) in Los Angeles machine and exposing it to the abrasion test without steel balls. In this research, the number of revolutions of Los Angeles machine was fixed at 200. After the abrasion, the weight loss of each particular specimen is calculated in a percentage, in relation to the initial weight. Cantabro losses are considered to represent the amount of cohesion imparted by the binder to the mix (13) . The UCL method changes the conditions to which the specimens are submitted before the Cantabro test to evaluate each property.
Cohesion was assessed by keeping the specimens at 25 °C for 24 hours and submitting them to the Cantabro test (dry set). After that, water sensitivity was evaluated by measuring the increase of the Cantabro losses of the dry set when it is kept immersed in water at 60 °C for 24 hours (wet set). Thermal sensitivity was assessed by studying the variations of the Cantabro losses of the standard mix with temperature. For this purpose, specimens were conditioned at 25 °C, 10 °C and −10 °C for 12 hours before being tested. Finally, to evaluate the ageing resistance, the mix was exposed to different ageing conditions and compared with the standard one. Specimens were kept in a convection oven at 163 °C for 2 hours, 4 hours and 8 hours respectively before being tested. The Cantabro test was always performed at 25 °C.
During the ageing process, specimens could suffer deformations and losses of material as well as runoff of the binder to the lower part of the sample due to the high temperature. In order to avoid the former, specimens were laterally confined by a wire mesh with a mesh size big enough to allow the hot air circulation but small enough to avoid material losses. However, to minimize the runoff of the bitumen, specimens were located in a special device which consists of two plates full of holes and joined by screws (Figure 2 ) which allows the position of the specimen to be manually reversed and thus avoiding the concentration of bitumen in a specific area of the specimen. The device was reversed every 2 hours.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results have been analysed in two different ways: (1) comparing the performance of PMB and CRMB; (2) assessing the influence of the concentration of modifiers in both binders. Figure 3 (a-f) shows the results of conventional binder characterization for the different modifier concentrations. In order to compare the performance of both modifiers, the same concentration has to be considered. In this way, assuming a concentration of 3%, in Figure 3a and Figure 3b it can be seen that penetration values are similar while the softening point of PMB is higher than that of CRMB, i.e. in order to have the same softening point, the concentration of crumb rubber in the binder has to be higher than the concentration of SBS-polymers. Figure 3c and Figure 3d display the results of Fraass breaking point and viscosity at 140 °C. As above, assuming a concentration of 3%, it can be observed that CRMB viscosity is lower than PMB, and that in order to have the same breaking point, the concentration of crumb rubber has to be higher. Figure 3e and Figure 3f present the results of forceductility and elastic recovery tests. In this case, for an equal concentration of modifier, the force needed in the force-ductility test is higher for CRMB, while its elastic recovery is lower than that of the PMB.
Performance of modifi ed binders
Conventional tests
The fact that crumb rubber concentration has to be higher than that of SBS-polymers in order to have similar features is in accordance with the results shown by (1).
UCL method
In order to study the performance of both modified binders in terms of cohesion, water sensitivity, thermal and ageing susceptibility, Cantabro losses are compared before and after immersion of the samples and versus temperature and ageing time respectively. These results are shown in Figure 4 , 5 and 6.
In Figure 4 and Table 3 it can be observed that reducing in the same amount both modifiers, CRMBs have less Cantabro losses than PMBs, especially after immersion (the increase in losses is lower for CRMBs than for PMBs, see Table 3 ). This fact means that CRMBs have greater cohesion and less Comparison of the effect of recycled crumb rubber • 5 water sensitivity than PMBs for the concentration of modifiers studied. Figure 5 displays the results of the thermal susceptibility tests at −10 °C, 10 °C and 25 °C of the six binders. Both types of binders exhibited similar susceptibility to temperature changes due to the analogous slopes and trends of the curves with the reduction of modifiers. In the same way, in Figure 6 , the results of the ageing tests gave the same conclusion. In this regard, both CRMBs and PMBs have comparable thermal and ageing susceptibility. It is remarkable that differences in Cantabro losses are greater at low temperature (−10 °C) and intermediate ageing time (4h) regarding changes in modifier concentration. Figure 3 (a-c) shows the results of binder characterisation. Figure 3 reflects the improvement that the addition of modifiers confer to bitumen: as the concentration of both modifiers increases, modified binders are softer but more elastic, so they would be more resistant to rutting and fatigue; in addition, they are able to bear lower temperatures (due to the lower Fraass breaking point), so they would also have more resistance to thermal cracking. Analysing Figure 3 in terms of stability of the binders to modifier concentration and considering the absolute value of the slopes of the trend lines in Figure 3 as a measure of the change of binder properties with the change in modifier content, PMBs are more sensitive to the concentration of additives than CRMBs.
Infl uence of modifi ers concentration
Conventional tests
UCL method
Cantabro losses before and after immersion in water are displayed in Figure 7 versus modifier concentration. The lower the concentration, the higher the Cantabro losses, showing the improvement that SBS-polymers and crumb rubber produce in binder cohesion and aggregate-binder adhesiveness. In terms of sensitivity to modifier concentration, the decrease of Cantabro losses is higher for PMBs than for CRMBs as the concentration increases, this fact is reflected in the slope of the trend lines of Figure 7 . Therefore, it can be said that PMBs have a greater sensitivity to changes in modifier concentration than CRMBs in terms of cohesion and after immersion in water. Figure 8 displays the results of the thermal sensitivity tests. Comparing the behaviour of the two binders, although losses on CRMBs are higher at all the temperatures studied, they change less with the change in modifier concentration, meaning that CRMB has lower susceptibility than PMB to the concentration of modifier at the three temperatures studied and therefore its performance would be more stable to changes in modifier concentration. Figure 9 shows the results of the ageing resistance tests of the UCL method. As the time of ageing increases, losses of PMB and CRMB tend to enlarge significantly due to the hardening of the binders. Concerning the concentration of additives, in Figure 9 as the amount of SBS-polymers and crumb rubber increases, Cantabro losses are lower so the effect of modifiers enhances mix durability. In addition, in the same way as for thermal sensitivity, CRMBs seem more stable to changes in modifier concentration at the three ageing times studied.
Lastly, the linear relationships for all the properties studied exhibited high goodness of fit values, which suggests that the change in modified binder properties is lineally proportional to the change in modifier concentration within the range of concentrations tested in this investigation. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyses and compares the performance and the influence of additive concentration on three crumb rubber and three SBS-polymer modified binders in terms of their most important properties for pavement engineering. Based on the results of the tests carried out, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• Crumb rubber concentration in the binder has to be higher than that of SBS-polymers in order to obtain a similar performance.
• Crumb rubber modifier binders are more stable than SBS-polymer modified binders in terms of modifier concentration for all the properties studied. This fact can be seen as an advantage in pavement engineering due to the fact that if concentration of the modifier has to be decreased (implying budget savings), the properties of the binder would change less in the case of CRMB and therefore the expected performance would be better than that of PMB if the concentration of modifiers has to be decreased.
• UCL allowed the analysis of important properties of asphalt binders for pavement engineering. In this sense, crumb rubber binders exhibited less water susceptibility and similar thermal and ageing sensitivity to SBS-polymer modified binders. Thereby, CRMBs are a real alternative to PMBs in terms of performance and with environmental-friendly added value. • Linear relationships have been found between modifier concentration and the properties studied, which suggest that the change in modified binder properties is lineally proportional to the change in modifier concentration within the range of concentrations tested in this investigation.
